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Kampgrounds of America Inc.’s August Research Report finds that 64% of campers are planning to take trips after the
Labor Day holiday

BILLINGS, Mont. (Aug. 17, 2023) – The Kampgrounds of America, Inc. (KOA) Monthly Research Report – August 2023
Edition reports that more campers intend to camp over Labor Day than compared to 2022. Approximately three-fourths of
campers have already made plans for the holiday weekend. Further indicating a likely boost to late summer and fall
camping, nearly 64% of campers are delaying trips until after Labor Day.

“While fall camping has always been a great time to camp, we saw its popularity really surge during the COVID-19
pandemic,” said Whitney Scott, senior vice president of strategy at Kampgrounds of America, Inc. “We’re not only seeing
that this cooler, colorful season continues to attract more guests; campers are making a concerted choice to camp later in
the year to avoid weather patterns and enjoy less crowded facilities. They aren’t looking at other travel options, rather they
are adjusting to keep camping.”

Thus far in 2023, weather conditions have prompted 67% of campers to change their travel plans. The top three reasons
for adjusting trips this year include the heat (50%), cold (43%), or air quality (39%). Looking forward to 2024, campers
share that weather will impact their planning, including 46% who will book camping trips closer to their travel dates.

“We need to be very cognizant of how weather and natural phenomena can affect outdoor hospitality,” Scott affirmed.
“Yes, weather can change travel patterns and plans. But these same patterns and events can also be a big advantage.
When nature puts on a show, camping can be one of the best ways to experience it.”

This is reflected in campers’ anticipation of the 2024 solar eclipse. Over half (51%) of campers will definitely or probably
travel to see the eclipse, with nearly a third (32%) being sure of their travel. All in, almost half of campers are already
booking their 2024 trips compared to only 11% of leisure travelers. Impressively, 30% of campers have already booked all
of their travels for next year, an additional 30% have booked most of their trips.

The August edition of the KOA Monthly Research Report also found that campers exhibit a more positive economic
outlook than their leisure travel counterparts. Only 20% of campers find the economy worse than last year (compared to
40% of leisure travelers), while 60% see improvement. Campers share that an improved economy will allow them to spend
more on food and entertainment, take more vacations, and take more camping trips.

To view the full findings of the KOA Monthly Research Report – August 2023 Edition, past and future editions, and review
the research methodology, visit the KOA Press Room.

 

ABOUT KAMPGROUNDS OF AMERICA

Kampgrounds of America, Inc. has been the definitive leader in outdoor hospitality for more than 60 years. United under
the mission of “connecting people to the outdoors and each other,” the company consists of two unique brands: KOA and
Terramor Outdoor Resorts. KOA, the world’s largest system of privately-owned, open-to-the-public campgrounds, consists
of more than 500 franchised and owned campgrounds. With unrivaled brand visibility, KOA also offers campground
owners and operators unparalleled support in campground education, design, recruitment, marketing and technology.
Terramor Outdoor Resorts, a glamping venture, opened its first flagship property in Bar Harbor, Maine in 2020.  Literally
meaning ‘Love of Land,” the brand focuses on delivering a refined and upscale outdoor experience. For more information,
visit KOA.com and TerramorOutdoorResort.com.

ABOUT CAIRN CONSULTING GROUP 

Cairn Consulting Group is a market research firm with extensive experience in the hospitality and services industries. For
the past several years, Cairn Consulting Group has worked with organizations in both indoor and outdoor hospitality,
including the gaming/casino areas, food services/restaurant space, accommodations, travel/tourism and the products and
services that are a part of the hospitality industry. The organization also serves clients in branding/brand positioning
efforts, evaluating consumer behavior, public opinion & policy and product development.
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